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In the Mexican city of Oaxaca, reverence for this 
classic sauce means you'll find a version on nearly 
every menu. Here, five wildly different standouts 

BY MAITHEW KRONSBERG 

F
EW THINGS in the 
world give me a more 
joyous flood of sensory 
overload than a walk 
through a sprawling 

market in Oaxaca (officially Oaxaca 
de Juarez), the capital of Mexico's 
most culturally and geographically 
diverse state, which shares its name. 
At least 16 indigenous languages are 
spoken by people in the state's eight 
regions, which span from the Pacific 
coast through cloud forests to arid 
valleys and mountains. Seeing all 
that Oaxacans gather and grow
from umpteen mango varieties to 
baskets of toasted grasshoppers can 
boggle the mind and induce prodi
gious hunger. No family of dishes 
satisfies that hunger, or expresses 
Oaxaca's diversity like mole (pro
nounced mole-ay). 

Often referred to as sauces, 
moles are actually the main act, 
eclipsing whatever protein or vege
table they're ladled over. One most 
often hears about "the seven moles 
of Oaxaca," some denoted by the 
color their combined ingredients 
acquire-red, yellow, green or 
black-though there are actually 
dozens of varieties. Some, like the 
yellow or the green-lush with 
fresh herbs, tomatillos and chiles-

can come together quickly with lit
tle more than a blender. Others, 
like the fearsomely complicated 
Oaxacan black mole (or mole ne
gro), can demand two or more days 
to make, calling for upward of 30 
ingredients (including chocolate). 

Those who hope to deepen their 
understanding of how the market's 
mountains of chiles and spices 
make their way into the multitude 
of moles should follow my lead: 
Take a class with chef Pilar Ca
brera, owner of La Olla restaurant 
and Casa de los Sabores cooking 
school ($85 a person, casadelossa
bores.com). My lesson began with 
a walk through La Merced, one of 
Oaxaca's smaller public markets, 
where Ms. Cabrera decoded the 
chiles, an essential part of all 
moles, pointing out bringers of 
heat or smokiness or fruitiness. 
After gathering the ingredients, 
my fellow mole aspirants -and I 
piled into cabs, and zipped over to 
Ms. Cabrera's house where she 
coached us through cooking a yel
low mole with chicken. Over the 
course of a few hours, one of the 
region's great dishes shed some of 
its mystery. 

If you'd rather spend more time 
eating, and less time shopping and 
cooking, sample the superior moles 
at one-or all-of these five places. 

THE BREAKFAST MOLE / ANCESTRAL COCINA TRADICIONAL 
From the city's main square, the 25-minute morning walk to this restaurant in 
the residential neighborhood of Xochimilco feels like a trip to the country. Sit 
on the tree-canopied patio, order an eye-opening cafe de o/la, and listen to the 
ca-chunk of the looms in the weaving workshop set into the ravine opposite 
the restaurant. With your coffee, have a mole amarillo empanada-a large 
handmade tortilla folded over a filling of chicken and yellow mole, the color of 
a ripe persimmon. Black mole ice cream, served in a sweet fried-plantain boat, 
is the dessert that breakfast lovers never knew they needed. (Or have it at 
supper after a plate of nutty mole almendrado with suckling pig). 7347 Jose 
Lopez A/avez, Barrio de Xochimilco, facebook.com/Ancestra/Oaxaca 

THE NEW WAVE MOLE 
/ EL DESTILADO 
This restaurant and bar 
sit in the city center, a 
short walk from the bo-
tanical garden. Tradition-
alists might consider the 
moles that often figure in _!;:;.,/ 

the tasting menus here 
downright heretical. A re-
cent innovation: a mole 
(pictured at right) whose 
primary components were 
beets and chile morita 
(smoked and dried red ja-
lapelios), thickened with 
caramelized walnuts, pea-
nuts and sesame. Another 
traded spice for uma�i, 
care of mushrooms and 
miso. The restaurant own-
ers bottle obscure agave 
spirits under the Cinco 
Sentidos label. Try their 
Pechuga de Mole Poblano, 
which had mole poblano 
with chicken added during 
distillation. The finished 
spirit is clear like mescal, 
with a savory sweet scent 
of chile and spices. 409 
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THE HOMESTYLE MOLE/ COMEDOR FAMILIAR LOS ALMENDROS 
For decades, workers from the nearby baseball stadium and hospital have gravitated to this family-run restaurant 
The menu changes daily, with a few constants, including a textbook mole coloradito, umber with guajillo and anch 
chiles, warm with cinnamon and allspice. Should you arrive on the right day, a must is the rust-colored estofado-1 
erally, stew, but considered a mole. Thickened with sesame and briny with olives, it's served over chicken or spoon 
tender tongue. You'll want to linger, both to take in the walls crowded with paintings and faded photos of telenovE 
stars who've dropped by and to be fussed over by owner Lionel Leyva, Delfina Soledad Morga (above) and their 
family-time well spent. 709 Tercera Privada Almendros, facebook.com/ComedorFamiliarLosA/mendros 
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THE PREINDUSTRIAL 
MOLE / RESTAURANTE 
TLAMANALLI 
In Teotitlan de! Valle, a vii-
!age about a 40-minute trip
by car from Oaxaca, Abigail 
Mendoza and her sisters 
make mole the old-fash· 
ioned way-by hand-grind-
ing ingredients on a stone 
metate before cooking them 
together. The sisters work 
in an open kitchen wearing 
traditional Zapotec dress 
that underscores a sense of 
being out of time. Be on the 
lookout for seldom-seen va· 
rieties of mole, like prehis-
panic Seguesa with coarse 
nubs of toasted corn in it, 
served over chicken. The 
restaurant's operating hours 
are limited (currently 1 p.m. 
to 4 p.m., Friday through 
Sunday) so we recommend 
you call in advance to con-
firm a table. While you're on 
the line, ask if anything spe-
cial is available, like yellow 
mole with rabbit or wild 
mushrooms. 39 Avenida 8. 

THE VEGAN MOLE 
HIERBA DULCE 
Let's start with this restau
rant's utterly photogenic trai 
pings-tableware made by 
Perla Valtierra, whose work 
adorns tables at top restau
rants like Mexico City's Quin· 
tonil, and a courtyard lined 
with cacti and bird of paradii 
flowers. "People may not no
tice that this is a political an, 
a social project," said Hierba 
Dulce's co-owner Mariana 
Favela. Other key words: mat 
archal, vegan and "deindustri, 
ized" (meaning: industrially 
processed or refined ingredi
ents are banned). The kitcher 
operates under the watchful 
eye of "Mayora" Georgina CrL 
who tutored many of Mexico· 
best chefs in the art of mole. 
She offers seven varieties, in· 
eluding a radically good mole 
negro, served enchilada style 
over potato-filled tortillas anc 
sprinkled with a crumbly al
mond "cheese." It has all of tt 
richness and complexity of it� 
typically stock- and fat-fortifo 
analogues. 377 Calle Porfirio 
Diaz, hierba-dulce.com 


